Monterotondo: a potential hub for preclinical studies on PDX models and translational cancer research

CNR IBCN MINI-SYMPOSIUM

Thursday, 19 January 2017
10:20 – 16:00

Monterotondo CNR Seminar Room, Building 21

10.20 - Mini-symposium: Welcome and Introductions - Tullio Pozzan

10.30 - JAX Humanised models - Ralph Gareus

11.00 - Patient-derived xenografts for precision oncology - a European perspective - Livio Trusolino

11.30 - Engrafting, testing and tracking PDX samples: hurdles and opportunities of a live tissue biobank - Andrea Bertotti

12.00 – In vivo imaging of second messenger signalling in the tumor microenvironment - Fabio Mammano

12.30 – Lunch

14.00 - Visit Monterotondo International Campus Facilities (speakers and organisers)

14.30 - TRACE platform Leuven, Belgium - Els Hermans

15.00 - Integrative molecular analyses on PDXs: how close to the human tumor? – Enzo Medico

15.30 - Wrap up and general discussion

16.00 – End

Host: Prof. Fabio Mammano